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EMBRACING LEAN

Agile
development is
the norm, but in
the excitement
have we
forgotten why we
have adopted it?
Should we be
paying more
attention to what
Lean means?
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Over the last 15 years, agile
software development has gone
from bleeding edge to
mainstream. Whilst agile
development represents a
spectrum of different
methodologies and different
balances between technical and
management disciplines, central
to all is the desire to reduce
failure and increase
performance. Key to this is the
adoption of incremental and/or
iterative development with its
focus on breaking a problem into
smaller manageable chunks with
the opportunity to refine/
reprioritise throughout the
delivery.

on what matters to meet the
overall objective. However, have
we struck the right balance
between empowering teams to
get on with the job and ensuring
wider business objectives are
considered? Is it possible
in some aspects we have
gone too far? We have
placed significant trust and
responsibilities on
development teams and in
some case left them to it,
whilst in other aspects we
have not embraced the
reason to be agile, namely
we want deliver the desired
capability in an efficient
manner. Lets investigate...

Agile methodologies pay homage People over
to the ethos of the Toyota lean
approach via the empowerment Process
of the development team and
The first line of the Agile
the importance of focusing only manifesto reads

“Individuals and interactions
over processes and tools”. The
intention is not to devalue
process and tools, rather the
intent is that people and
personal contact is preferable to

Lean
Methods
Agile
Methods

Management
Centric

Technical
Centric

Lean covers a spectrum of
different methods including Agile
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mechanistic processes. Whilst much has a software development ignoring any
development processes are capture.
been made of the importance of
process will depend on the dynamics
empowering the developer within Agile, (skill, experience etc.) of team and its
Repeatability
a less clear message has been made on
environment. Lessons learnt regarding
process. A common misconception is
the approach will not be transferable and
Communicable processes need to be
that agile is light on process; this could
organisationally little corporate
anchored in sufficient definition of the
not be further from the truth. By having knowledge will be derived from such
problem and environment within which
more defined processes and techniques,
undertaking.
they operate to allow their future
agile methodologies tend to be more
applicability to be determined.
process heavy/complete
For example, a process that is very
than Waterfall
tailored to developing software for
UP,
approaches they replace.
a nuclear power station is unlikely
FDD
XP
Scrum
DSDM
What agile promotes
to be reusable for developing a
Development
Development
however is being light on
new mobile phone game.
Agile Spectrum
Process Poor
Process Rich
“unnecessary” process. It
Regardless of the methodology or
is here were agile and
the context of the problem, we
lean dove tail, as without
need sufficient detail to allow us to
Ensure
Ensure
develoment
process it would be
development
understand what the process truly
process is tailored
process is communicable
impossible to determine
is and its applicability and context
the degree to which we
for reuse.
Illustrative Agile Spectrum
are lean. If for example,
Toyota made each car
However, having communicated
What does this mean for Agile? The our process we must remember our Agile
individually and to a different ad-hoc
process depending on the workman and simple answer is nothing - agile is all
agenda, process can and should be
things to all people and a method with
the time of day, it is possible that some
tailored and change. The context upon
cars would be made in a “lean”/efficient little or no process to develop a one off
which changes are made are likely to be
capability might be justifiable as just
manner, whilst others where obscenely
of interest to our lean objective (these
inefficiently made. Furthermore, without that, a one off. What does this mean to
are traditionally captured in lessons
our lean agenda? It means that if we
a communicable process, how can we
learnt exercises); understand constraints
ensure we have a testable and repeatable want processes that are repeatable and
and how they impact processes is itself
testable for efficiency then we need to
sequence of activities to deliver the
valuable information. So whilst agile
ensure we know what they
desired goal.
are. We need to be aware
Process to
“Process” to lean development is key of how prescriptive our
develop
chosen
methodology
is
to being able to apply the theory of
widget A's for
Process to
division B with
develop
constraints. Without a definable process, and establish processes
development
anything by
accordingly.
For
example,
we cannot communicate or agree
team C
anyone
if we adopting some of
repeatable improvements. Lean and
Domain
Domain
Development Process
UP, we need to record
agile are in harmony, but only if we
specific
Agnostic
which parts we are
interpret people over process as being
just that, people (in our case developers) following; if we are
Ensure
applicablility of
having the power over enhancing and/or following Scrum
Ensure process
process is captured
is truely reusable
(management centric) we
changing the development process. We
don’t mean throw away process in favour need to ensure that the
Generalisation v too specific
of agile anarchy. The success of running actual technical

What is “Lean” and what do we mean by waste?
Lean is not a methodology or a competitor to Agile, rather a way of thinking and a set of techniques to
eliminate “Waste” and speed up delivery. Most Agile methodologies have lean principals baked into them, for
example, XP promotes early delivery by reducing the cost of rework and retest using the technique of test
driven development. Feature Driven Development recognise the constraint around multiple developers
working within the same area of a product by nominated owners for specific sections. Scrum recognises the
team dynamic as a key enabler for removing bottlenecks.
Waste in software development is very diﬀerent to waste in manufacturing where thinking on lean process
originate. Waste in software development terms equates mainly to time. Software development is labour
intensive and material light. There are a huge amount of areas where time (waste) may be incurred in software
development, through slow or ineﬃcient tools (e.g. build/deploy/test cycles) , reinventing the wheel by not
eﬀectively reusing existing code, through to using the an inexperienced developer to develop something
beyond their experience (or vice-versa). An organisation should look at how it conducts developments and
consider areas that can be sped up as potential investments to reduce “waste”.
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and lean share a similar goal, they tackle
the same problem (namely efficiency)
from two different starting positions.
Agile from the perspective of allowing
individuals to overcome constraints; lean
from the perspective that processes
should be constantly evolved to
minimise waste. By no means
incompatible, but equally also not
bound so tightly that one can say with
certainty that if an agile process is being
followed that we are also following a
lean agenda.

manufacturing means rerunning the
process over and over again. If we are
truly committed to streamlining our
processes we must caste the lean
software development net wider.

Wrapping up

A development team implicitly
enters into a contract when it starts. It
contracts to build software using the
standards defined by the overarching
A software development project can organisation. During the course of the
be considered as an assembly line. At
development, a project can expect to be
each part of the line different skills are
reviewed. Thus far most organisations
required, the assembly line may even
have well established processes. What is
break down and we need specialist
less prevalent is what happens after
engineers to fix it. A project team often delivery. Generally the team is
do not have this flexibility; they are
disbanded, and other than an occasional
allocated a set of resources (developers) lessons learnt exercise and some
It is possible that the thought of
and often only once they encounter
marketing credentials, little transferable
following a defined process, all be it a
problems can a case be made for
knowledge survives. The development
process that can be influenced and
change. The same is true for tooling;
processes and environment in which the
changed by the development team, is
often the project will make do with
processes were executed are often lost.
likely to start agile evangelists frothing at either the default tooling or specifically
This is not anti agile, but it is most
the mouth. Rightly so for unusual one
buy in specialist tooling just for that job. definitely anti lean. Why should we
offs, but when working for an
This points to a lack of macro or
expect development teams to work out
organisation that require repeatable
organisational “leanness”.
the most efficient way of delivering a
delivery, the lack of a defined process
project only to then discard this
can hinder this cause.
As an example, consider for a
knowledge at the end!? It makes no
moment that you are the foreman
sense.
One final consideration before we
building an office block. You would get
move on; just because a process is
the trades in as and when required. The
repeatable doesn’t mean it always makes trades would have tools they are familiar Lean is a corporate
responsibility
sense to repeat it. Back to our example, with, specialised to their needs. You
using a successful tried and tested
would hire architects to come up with
Running a business efficiently is the
method for producing mobile phone
designs, brick layers to build the walls,
raison d'être of senior management.
games on a new endeavour in nuclear
electricians to wire etc. Whilst
This being so, why is the ability to
power plant software would not be
developing software is significantly
repeatedly run software development
advisable! In this case we would need to different to the building trade (we must
projects in a lean manner not a higher
invest in something new.
always treat this analogy with some
priority? A number of reasons spring to
caution), it inherently make sense to
mind:
allow the project team the freedom to
1. often management don’t have
Gone too far?
interact with the wider community on
the technical skills to understand
an equal basis. Whilst an agile build
Having set the picture of agile and
magnitude of reuse in the context
lean, whats left to worry about? Quite a may come with a predefined
of software
commercial basis, it makes sense that the
bit I would argue. Both agile and lean
2. the ability to reuse requires
advocate process refinement to improve project team have delegated to it the
upfront investments, which the
responsibility to build the right team,
the efficiency of attaining the desired
return is notoriously difficult to
outcome, however, there is only so much call in specialist when required, and
quantify (e.g. why knowledge
that can be achieved in the narrow remit alter the team size when needed.
transfer at the end when you can
of an individual development. Lean in
simply disband the team)

More Lean thinking...
Mary and Tom Poppendieck are widely regarded as early proponents of Lean software development. Whilst
“Waste” is the primary concern of lean thinking, they put forward a number of other areas (or tools) that we
should also focus on:
1. Learn by doing - Rather than viewing software development as a mechanical process, (they suggest) we
should think of it as a learning experience for both the developers and the clients. We may need to invest
in this phase and incur some waste in order to promote speed and reduce more significant waste later on
2. Just in time decisions - pursue an options based approach deferring decisions until evidence validates
the correct course of action
3. Deliver at pace - deliver early and frequently to drive decision making and early benefit realisation
4. Self directing teams - Scrum oﬃcionardos say no more
5. Quality assurance - is built into the process - quality is not the responsibility of someone else.
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3. it is simpler and, on face value
less risky, to plan on the basis of a
greenfield site (generally
development plans assume success!)
4. Reuse is often discussed in the
context of reusable libraries/code
which brings in its own
complications (IPR, coding
standards, support etc.). The wider
reuse agenda is not necessarily so
apparent.
A further block is the legacy of
attempts to embedded quality and
assurance frameworks. These have
often appeared to be anti-agile,
mandating processes and procedures
widely regarded of limited value by the
software engineering community.
Ironically some these, like CMMI are
themselves, not anti lean.

raise their profile. The
naming of key team
members and personalising
of the approach will
stimulate evangelisation of
best practice amongst the
wider community whilst also
giving visible career
progression
2. The promotion of self
organised development units
- rather than disbanding
developers once a project
has complete, reward the
successful teams with more
work and allow them to
empire expand and reuse
processes.

Cultural Impact

This work by Stefan Brittain is licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License.

The promotion of a lean
approach
is a natural and honest
Promoting Lean
approach by a company to drive
Whilst embedding a wider culture
better value from its software
of lean requires more thought, the good development teams. This should
news is that thanks to the prevailing
be pursued not just from a
agile culture, looking for lean practices
development team point of view,
at a local level can be very fruitful.
but also from a wider cultural
Good practice should already be present perspective. By divesting control
e.g. iterative processes, retrospectives
to a more local level and
etc. By incorporating wider
reducing the cost of centrally
responsibilities at the local level (such as imposted constraints, an
awareness of cost and local resourcing), opportunity exists to empower
opportunities to grown lean attitudes
teams to specialise in creating
exists.
processes tuned to their specific
Successful teams are empowered
customer needs (but which may
team with a strong sense of identify
also be reused in a wider
(especially those which are hand
context). By divesting power in
picked), this give rise to two grass roots
these teams, it is likely that wider
strategies for promoting lean:
cultural benefits will be realised
1. knowledge sharing by teams
by bringing about an
via the use of wiki’s and social
environment that clearly shows
networking. Given the opportunity that success is rewarded and
software developers will proudly
recognised. Isolating lean process to
evangelise their own work - give
small teams without considering the
them the space and opportunity to wider organisation is akin to trying to

WHO Surgical Safety Checklist
(adapted for England and Wales)

SIGN IN (To be read out loud)

TIME OUT (To be read out loud)

SIGN OUT (To be read out loud)

Before induction of anaesthesia

Before start of surgical intervention

Before any member of the team leaves
the operating room

Has the patient confirmed his/her identity, site, procedure
and consent?
Yes

Have all team members introduced themselves by name and role?
Yes

Registered Practitioner verbally confirms with the team:
Has the name of the procedure been recorded?
Has it been confirmed that instruments, swabs
and sharps counts are complete (or not applicable)?
Have the specimens been labelled
(including patient name)?
Have any equipment problems been identified that
need to be addressed?

Is the surgical site marked?
Yes/not applicable
Is the anaesthesia machine and medication check complete?
Yes
Does the patient have a:
Known allergy?
No
Yes
Difficult airway/aspiration risk?
No
Yes, and equipment/assistance available
Risk of >500ml blood loss (7ml/kg in children)?
No
Yes, and adequate IV access/fluids planned

PATIENT DETAILS
Last name:
First name:
Date of birth:
NHS Number:*

for example, skin incision

Surgeon, Anaesthetist and Registered Practitioner
verbally confirm:
What is the patient’s name?
What procedure, site and position are planned?
Anticipated critical events
Surgeon:
How much blood loss is anticipated?
Are there any specific equipment requirements
or special investigations?
Are there any critical or unexpected steps you
want the team to know about?
Anaesthetist:
Are there any patient specific concerns?
What is the patient’s ASA grade?
What monitoring equipment and other specific
levels of support are required, for example blood?
Nurse/ODP:
Has the sterility of the instrumentation been confirmed
(including indicator results)?
Are there any equipment issues or concerns?

Surgeon, Anaesthetist and Registered Practitioner:
What are the key concerns for recovery and
management of this patient?

This checklist contains the core
content for England and Wales

Has the surgical site infection (SSI) bundle been undertaken?
Yes/not applicable
s !NTIBIOTIC PROPHYLAXIS WITHIN THE LAST  MINUTES
s 0ATIENT WARMING
s (AIR REMOVAL
s 'LYCAEMIC CONTROL
Has VTE prophylaxis been undertaken?
Yes/not applicable
Is essential imaging displayed?
Yes/not applicable

Procedure:

www.npsa.nhs.uk/nrls

*If the NHS Number is not immediately available, a temporary number should be used until it is.
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WHO Surgical Checklist
Process improvements are not only the
preserve of engineering/manufacturing.
Health care professionals have
recognised the need for lean and quality
process in the area of surgical care. The
World Health Organisation have
published a surgical check list to break
the surgical process into discrete
phases: before induction of anaesthesia,
before surgical intervention and post
intervention. There are synergies
between surgery and software
engineering. Like surgery, the need for a
clear objectives for the intervention is
true. Like surgery, once the change is
be performed unexpected issues can
arise, and final like surgery, the work has
to be been correctly closed and
handover to later processes. By
adopting this process in surgical care,
research has shown that quality has
risen and the eﬃciency of the handover
process increased. An initiative that
software development teams can learn
from?

improve a football team by training just
your strikers - not a winning strategy.

Kanban
Kanban is a lean practice for visualising, identifying and resolving
bottlenecks. By dividing the development process into logical stages, a
team can identify where in the process there is too little or too much
capacity. In a lean process, this mismatch is undesirable as it could
result in either bottlenecks or rework in the event that some or earlier
artefacts prove perishable. This approach will be familiar to
experienced agile teams, however in a lean context it is worth
remembering that the intent is to spot and resolve bottlenecks rather
than just visualise progress. Once a process is understood, an
approach for “evolving” it can be agreed by the team, noting that a
wholesale change is likely to lead to process failure.
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